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Celebrates 20 Years in October
In the twenty years since it’s opening on October 5, 2002,
the Elloree Heritage Museum and Cultural Center, Inc. has
emerged as a major factor in bringing new life and restoring
a sense of pride and hope for the future to a small, rural
community.
A two-story brick building with part of its roof blown off
by Hurricane Hugo had become town property. Trees were
growing up inside the walls when it was given to a small
historic preservation committee with a request that it be used
to develop a museum.
It was from this meager beginning, without any committed
source of funding, that this small group began the process of
organizing a nonprofit committee to renovate the shell of a building and establish a museum. The founders
decided that the mission of the museum would be to research and document what rural life was like in the area
from the mid 1800’s.
As outlined in its charter and by-laws, its mission and purpose is threefold:
To collect, preserve, exhibit and document the past of the area.
To provide educational programs, activities and exhibits for all age groups.
To promote art and culture that relates to and will enrich the lives of the present and
future generations.
To lay the foundation for the broadest possible base of support, the founding group presented programs
describing the mission and goals of the museum to all civic and fraternal organizations in the community. The
pay-off was an increasing level of excitement that kept the adrenaline flowing for the founders as well as the initial
cadre of volunteers. It became clear that the museum project had found a purpose which catalyzed and “brought
the community together”.
Throughout Elloree and the surrounding area, people began donating money, items of historic interest and
their time and talents. The local public school district was vacating its administrative offices in the historic
Elloree railroad depot and made it available as a staging area for cataloguing and documenting photographs and
donated artifacts.
Professionals were selected to develop plans for renovating the building. An experienced grant writing
team prepared a successful application to the State Arts and Humanities commission for initial funds. Another
committee of volunteers organized a benefit dance in the old high school gym featuring a popular local combo
that played to a sellout crowd.

Additional momentum for membership and funding
support was spurred on by the publication of a pictorial
history of Elloree and the nearby Santee recreation
“oasis” entitled Cotton Fields to Golf Courses. The
dustcover features the original artwork of a well-known
rural countryside artist Jim Harrison. A team of
volunteers spent countless hours combing through
literally hundreds of old photographs gathered from area
families to document the roles of their forbearers in the
community’s heritage.
While local tradesmen assisted by other volunteers
worked on securing and outfitting a large portion of the
original building for use in the first phase of museum
exhibits, a small adjoining one-story building was acquired
by the original trustees to be used as a gift shop with the hope that it would assist in raising much-need funds. Again
volunteers were readily available to refurbish that important adjunct and get it equipped and stocked for operation.
In the meantime, board members with substantial agricultural connections persuaded a prominent area farm
family to donate an old plantation cotton gin complete with bale press and all operating appurtenances. The
“Cotton house” was dismantled by volunteers and rebuilt inside the museum “barn,” becoming the central exhibit of
the Farm Wing, thus making it the only museum in the State to own a fully workable plantation gin.
Equally as exciting to the museum’s growing number of
volunteers and donors was securing the deteriorated
remains of the old cabin where the Town’s founder,
William Judson Snider, was born. Believed to have been
built in the late 1700’s or early 1800’s, a main portion of it
was carefully dismantled and re-erected within the Farm
Wing.
Authentically furnished and surrounded by
farmyard paraphernalia known to be commonplace in that
area, it continues to be among the museum’s most popular exhibits. Mr. Snider “greets” visitors as they start on
their tour and welcomes them to his town. His presence
gives guests a very life-like feel to the exhibit.
The museum’s presentation of “the way we were” is a re-creation of a segment of early day mercantile businesses
and shops along historic Cleveland Street, offering a nostalgic streetscape to the museum entrance. In the begining,
trained docents provided tours for individuals and groups. In 2017 the museum added audio wands to enhance the
visitors’ experience. Docents continue to dress in period costumes to lead group tours. So many volunteers gave
dedicated efforts to help share the story of “The Home I Love.”
The second floor of the museum, was transformed into exhibit areas which now feature archaeological displays,
revolving art exhibits and a colorful presentation of the career of well-known local jockey and two-time Kentucky
Derby winner Chris Antley. Access to these upstairs exhibits was made available by the installation of an elevator.
The museum hosts youth camps in the summer such as art camps, robotics, stain glass, and this year golf, to
mention a few. And a half dozen or more special themed programs and exhibits are presented each year in hopes
that they will “further enrich the lives of present and future generations.”
The museum for twenty years has continued to be run by volunteers except for two paid staff members. Along
with support from the Town of Elloree, Orangeburg County, small grants, and memberships, the museum is still a
self-supporting organization, relying on fund-raisers and volunteers to keep the doors open. The Elloree Heritage
Museum is a true labor of love created by the entire community.

Wild Life Program by Hugh McLaurin
September 13, 2022, 7:00 pm
Area resident, Hugh McLaurin, from Big Lake Outdoor Products will present
a program on wildlife calls. He will demonstrate the
different sounds of duck, turkey, goose, and deer, using
calls they make here in Elloree and sell all over the world.
Hugh grew up hunting and fishing in this area with his
father and grandfather and started making calls in 2008.
There is no charge for the program but reservations are required. Call 803-897-2225
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Upcoming Events
July 18-20, 2022 —- Golf Camp for Youth

September 13, 2022
Wild Life Program with Hugh McLaurin

K Love Radio Interview with Pat McLaurin
K LOVE 89.7 FM & K LOVE 100.3 FM
July 10th, August 7th, and September 4th at 10:30 pm
Jack Church from Franklin, Tenn., Regional Public Affairs Manager
for K LOVE Radio visited Elloree to record an interview about the
museum’s creation, the process, and the progress. This interview
is broadcast as part of their show “A Closer Look”. Mr. Church
was so impressed with the museum that he also did a video
segment which is now on our website. Be sure to check these out.

